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So you do your first run of TCALM using the GMB Citations Tab. 

 

 

The software pops up your links in a PDF 

 

http://www.petestrafficsuite.com/
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(or get it here on your hard drive) 

 
 

Copy those twitter and moment URLs 

 

 

 

Then Past them into the Tweet Content Section of TCALM  

 

Note, You can only post 280 characters per tweet, we put the test Spintax button 

there, that checks the number of characters in this window after spintax was added. 

You do not need to use spintax.  

 

Here’s a bad example, notice the total count is in red, this means there’s too many 

characters, reduce the number of links till you are under the 280 character limit.  

 

http://www.petestrafficsuite.com/
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So, in the above image, just remove one link 

 

This is exactly what I do, but if you want to get fancy, you can add spintax into the 

mix. 

 

Spintax is extremely simple to use. There’s only 3 characters in Spintax.  

{ 

| 

} 

 

Example: {1|2|3}  

http://www.petestrafficsuite.com/
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In this example using this spintax, the software will randomly choose between 1, 2 

and 3 each time it posts.  

 

So if you want to use spintax with links it would be like this 

{link1|link2}  

or 

{link1|link2|link3}  

etc 

Using our twitter links it will look like this when using spintax.  

Ok I’ll make a short video, it will be easier.  

Ok just made the video you can see here 

So now we have run the same software twice, creating very powerful links and then 

tiered links again back to the original tweets and twitter moments. Giving the original 

tweets and moments even more linking juice. 

 

Now from that second run, we again get those links supplied in the PDF and now use 

the 

Google Indexing Software to post those last links created to newly created unique 

Google Sites that will be indexed very fast and “Linked To” by many other Google 

Sites created.  

So fire up Google Indexer Software.  

http://www.petestrafficsuite.com/
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Peter+Drew+Twitter+Citation+and+Link+Monster+Spintax+Demo+Twitter+Backlinks
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Copy and paste your tweet and twitter moment links into the software.  

 

Run the software, after the run completes you’ll be supplied with a PDF. You can 

upload this newly created PDF with links back to your new Google Sites created that 

are storing your 2nd run of twitter and Moment URLs directly to drive.google.com for 

even more powerful backlinks.  

 

Quick video how to upload PDF to drive.google.com 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J76GVmkbWTc 

 

http://www.petestrafficsuite.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J76GVmkbWTc
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So now you have your original tweets created with your GMB data in them creating 

powerful Citations. Plus link to your GMB.  

Then we created more tweets and moments linking back to those original tweets 

and moments created.  

 

Then we created 1 unique Google site for each Google account you entered in the 

Google Indexing Software. Each of those have deep linking from many other 

Google Sites created in our Network. With each of these new sites linking back to the 

second set of twitter tweet and moment links.  

 

Then we uploaded the PDF with the links to those newly created Google Sites and 

hosted the PDF on Drive.Google.com  

 

Ok, to give this document justice, I should try to create a graphic representing this 

linking strategy LOL 

 

Wish me luck.. I’m not a graphics guy.  

 

Here it is   

 

http://www.petestrafficsuite.com/
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I forgot above, if you want to get extra fancy LOL 

After each twitter citation and Link Monster Run, the software provides you with a 

PDF which you can then upload to drive.google.com and set to public and grab 

those links also, and put those links in the Google Indexing Software Run. Note: 

Always keep a record of these links created on drive.google.com in case you want 

to use them again, which I’ll be addressing more in our next software release, which 

takes what you see above to a whole other deep linking level again even  

 

http://www.petestrafficsuite.com/
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Do you need to do all the above each project? Honestly.. no.. but if you are going 

after really tough niches, then yes go for it. The Twitter tweet links and especially the 

Twitter Moment links are extremely powerful links, just running them over and over 

again, which is what I do.. will certainly get you extremely good rankings.  

 

It only takes a few minutes to run this software, to get the amazing GMB ranking 

results you saw that I achieved, I ran the software every other day for a 2 weeks give 

or take.  After I achieved these rankings, I did what you see in the above graphic, 

just because I could and I wanted to show you guys what you can do with our latest 

2 softwares. 

 

If you have our Hangout Millionaire YouTube Video Streaming software, obviously 

you’d put the links to the tweets and moments and Google sites and 

drive.google.com PDF links in the description of the videos and gain even more 

powerful Google links back to that network you just created.  

 

Similar with our Blogger Software , you’d put those links in the new Blogger Blogs 

Created.  

If you have not yet tried out our  

Google Site Indexer and Nitros Linking Software you can test it for FREE here ! 

 

Got any Questions whatsoever. Just ask on my forum 

http://www.PetesTrafficSuite.com  

http://www.petestrafficsuite.com/
https://petestrafficsuite.com/showthread.php?1924-1-Gets-YOU-Hangout-Millionaire-Infinity-Update-Plus-Tons-other-BONUS-Software-SUCCESS
https://petestrafficsuite.com/showthread.php?164-Become-a-Mass-Blogger-Software-Beta-Tester-here-for-1
https://petestrafficsuite.com/showthread.php?11285-Get-the-Google-Indexer-Software-Nitros-Linking-Network-Free-Here
http://www.petestrafficsuite.com/

